BLUFF CITY BUTCHER

CITATIONS
Booksellers Laurelwood
Join us tonight in welcoming one of our best-selling
local authors, Steve Bradshaw! Steve will be here at
6PM to sign his new mystery thriller, "Bluff City
Butcher". Everyone including The Commercial Appeal
is raving about it!
FOX "Good Morning Memphis"
“Exciting page turner written by an experienced
forensic investigator and biotechnology
entrepreneur. New, riveting and based in the Midsouth. Bradshaw and Barringer think BLUFF CITY
BUTCHER has cinematic opportunity. Calhoun is
looking forward to trilogy—come back.”
Barringer Publishing
“DEBUT author, Steve Bradshaw is a forensic
investigator and one of the youngest Field Agents for
the Medical Examiner’s Office in Texas history
investigating 3,000 unexplained deaths and 300
homicides. Received BA University of Texas and
trained at Institute of Forensic Science. BLUFF CITY
BUTCHER is Bradshaw’s debut novel (the first in a
trilogy) that promises to take readers on a
remarkable and riveting ride through the mystifying
worlds of “possible dreams” and “real monsters.”
Memphis Public Library
“Forensic Mystery Thrillers come to the Midsouth,
Bradshaw career as Forensic Investigator and Biotech
Entrepreneur/CEO foundation to new writing
career...”
Lafayette-Oxford Regional Library
“Steve Bradshaw, former Texas forensic investigator,
gave a very interesting presentation of his debut
thriller Bluff City Butcher. Using his forensic
background, Bradshaw's novel features a pathologist
who, in his pursuit of a prolific serial killer, finds a
surprising and chilling connection that may alter the
future of genetic engineering.”

COLLIERVILLE INDEPENDENT
“Collierville man sets thriller in Memphis. Bradshaw
bored with east coast west coast settings. His gifted
forensic pathologist, is called upon all over the world
to solve horrific crimes, comes to Memphis when
serial killer resurfaces.”
SHELBY SUN TIMES
“His forensic experience, entrepreneur skills, and
creative imagination led to his pursuits as an author.
He embarked on a journey to plot a unique brand of
fringe theory mystery thrillers with the BLUFF CITY
BUTCHER, first in a trilogy.”
COMMERCIAL APPEAL Memphis
“Collierville writer tells grisly tale...a genius forensic
pathologist tracks the worst of the worst serial killers.
Bradshaw draws on real-life CSI experience, business
acumen and biotech knowledge. ‘Every case starts as
a homicide until ruled out. You think of a lot of
things,’ says Bradshaw. Now he puts some down on
paper...”
AMAZON 5 STARS

“The author's grasp of forensics and business go well beyond
what you would normally expect from a fiction author... The
story had me on the edge of my seat throughout, and at one
point I even stood up as revelations were exposed.”

AMAZON 5 STARS

“Good mystery set in Memphis. The book takes the reader
through the city and the area around Memphis so we feel that
we know the area well by the time we finish the book. Many
twists and turns in the story that keeps the reader spell-bound
to the book.”

AMAZON 5 STARS

“The Bluff City Butcher is an amazing read. Mr. Bradshaw does
an incredible job at developing each character. Living in the
Memphis area, I was consistently taken to each of the locations
in my mind. He describes everything in such detail that a movie
venture for this thriller is a must! There are twists and turns
that, as a frequent thriller reader, took me off guard and left me
speechless. I cannot wait for future titles from this author.”

AMAZON 5 STARS

“I enjoy reading the books of first time authors. Most of the
time it is met with disappointment. In the case of the Bluff City
Butcher I was pleasantly surprised as I could not put the book
down once I began to read. The author, Stephen Bradshaw, had
me turning pages looking forward to the next encounter and
how this forensic mystery would eventually be solved? I could
tell that the author had also a great understanding and
experience in forensic medicine as well as business and it came
through in this expletive writing. I would recommend this to all
who enjoy a forensic thriller and encourage everyone to get the
chance to read the first works of a new author that knows what
he is writing about...”

AMAZON 5 STARS

“Bluff City Butcher is an exciting scientific thriller written by a
forensics expert. Gruesome murder and scary suspense, this
well-written book has you sitting on the edge of your seat. A
must read and would make a great movie.”

